Black Powder Patch Lubricants

Trapper’s Pure Mink Oil Tallow ....................................... #Mink-Oil
Actually a soft white grease, real mink tallow has wonderful lubricity, even in coldest temperatures. Similar to bear oil, except odorless. In “The Muzzle Loading Caplock Rifle”, Captain Ned Roberts discusses these qualities. Our best patch lubricant, this is not ordinary shoe paste!
When hunting in a cold climate, other lubricants often freeze. Can also be used as a leather balm.
#Mink-Oil Mink Oil Tallow, 6 ounce tin only $5.79

Wonder Lube 1000 Plus, by Ox Yoke:
When using Wonder Lube 1000 Plus as a patch or black powder bullet lubricant, it may not be necessary to clean between shots. The bore will become “seasoned” as you use this lube. This lube does not mix with petroleum. It is wise to wipe any oil from the bore, before shooting. Not for cold weather use, it becomes solid at low temperature. You MUST clean after a day’s shooting. We recommend Track’s best Bore Cleaner, or your favorite non-petroleum solvent.
#Ox-Lube Wonder Lube, 4 oz. jar only $5.99
#Ox-Lube-12 Wonder Lube, 12 oz. jar only $12.99
#Ox-Lube-S Wonder Lube Liquid 8 oz. bottle only $7.59
#Ox-Lube-4-Tube Wonder Lube 4 oz. tube only $5.99

One-Shot Muzzleloader Cleaner & Protectant... #Lube-One-Shot
Non-flammable, non-combustible. Removes all types of powder, sabot, and lubricant fouling. Will not contaminate muzzleloading propellants or primers. Leaves surfaces clean and protected. Use to pre-moisten patches for quick easy use in the field. Will not harm blued finishes or wood stocks. Works great as a patch lubricant. Manufactured by Hornady.
#Lube-One-Shot 16 oz bottle with sprayer only $11.99

Black Powder Cartridge Bullet Lubricants

SPG® Black Powder Bullet Lubricant.............................. #Lube-SPG
Packed in hollow sticks for use in luber-sizer presses by Lyman, RCBS, or others, this is the most popular lubricant for long range black powder shooting. This lubricant wins NRA matches at Raton, NM!
#Lube-SPG lubricant, 1-1/4 ounce stick only $3.59

Black Powder Gold® Bullet Lube, by Lyman............. #Lube-Gold
Black Powder Gold was formulated by Lyman, specifically for black powder shooting. Its high melting temperature makes it ideal for long range match shooting. It keeps fouling soft for continuous shooting, and flows through luber-sizers for effortless bullet tubing.
#Lube-Gold lubricant, 1-1/4 ounce stick only $4.49

Lyman’s Alox Lead Bullet Lubricant............................ #Lube-Alox
Engineered to achieve lead-free shooting in all extremes of weather, in rifles and pistols, at any velocity, with superb accuracy, without fouling. Passes freely through loading tubes, smokeless, anti-corrosive, firm. Melts above 200 degrees.
#Lube-Alox lubricant, 1-1/4 oz. stick only $5.29

Lee Liquid Alox............................................................... #Lee-Alox
Lee Liquid Alox is applied like a varnish. It gives better accuracy because it eliminates leading. The dried coating does not degrade gunpowder. While it works well with all cast or swaged bullets, it works best with the micro band bullets. Try it on .58 Minie bullets, .54 percussion Sharps, Civil War Carbine bullets, and revolver conicals.
#Lee-Alox-S lubricant, 1-1/4 oz. stick only $5.69

Lee Alox Beeswax Lubricant, the NRA Formula....... #Lee-Alox-S
This is the famous bullet lubricant, recommended by the NRA. It contains 50% Alox 2138F and 50% commercial A-1 Beeswax. Hollow sticks fit most lubricators. We use this lubricant. It has produced our smallest groups in our Shiloh Sharps rifles.
#Lee-Alox lubricant, 1-1/4 oz. stick only $5.29

Rooster liquid bullet lube ........................................... #Lube-Jacket
The lube coats the entire bullet just like a thin jacket. While it works well with all cast or swaged bullets, it works best with the micro band bullets. Try it on .58 Minie bullets, and revolver conicals. Sold in a 16 fluid oz. bottle with flip top lid.
#Lube-Jacket bullet film lube, 16 oz. only $12.95